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About This Game

In Scavenger, you play as a broken space ship. With nothing but your ships' core, that powers everything else, and a cockpit, you
must use your tractor beam to attach components to your ship, and survive.

With over 30 different modules to discover, upgrade or find, every ship offers something new. From first generation double
barreled cannons, to upgraded, second generation turrets like the Deathbeam, lay waste to as many enemies as you can.

Discover components and modules for your ship

Upgrade by combining modules together, to create more powerful, newer generations of turrets

Fight bosses, and proceed in an ever increasing difficulty
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A really good digital version of a really good tabletop board game.
No loading or downtime.
I hope the expansions gets added sometime in the future.. GReaT game. Even w/o an ALgoryhtmic porcessor >>> forget about
the Physs - ex, too.
  good multi - game with no h/w on the ceiling.

  >Two thumps up, 'Nuff said.
  Was not waas a fun game years ago for a MMP -
  The H W'r que's were allowable for most every ones and was mostly fun --
  not Kalikaaali stuuuff: which was the real reason for poor rating-s.

.. It's on sale for $0.29 right now, but you're better off just buying a gumball instead. It's four cents cheaper and you can blow
bubbles.. I threw so many books that it pushed me out of bounds and gave me an achievement.. If you played Pixel Dungeon,
you'll probably like this one too.. Fun game man. I got it on the iPhone and beat it and really wanted to support the developer.
Some other games like this are Goblin Sword.

Really fun. support the guy, he made a good game. dunno what else to say. its fun and gets progressively interesting as new stuff
is added.. This game was really cool and is much different than other Vive games I've played. It has good gameplay and cool
graphics. Definitely interesed to see how the game ends and what the updates will be.. This game is amazing, with it's great retro
look, original soundtrack and many and many references of Bud Spencer and Terence Hill movies.

I was surprised on how they developed it so well!
One of the few early access who went out of it with style!
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Nice, funny and lasts for hours. I was surprised on how much I got addicted to it!. This Mega xp boost is something to have
when you want to rank up really fast. It really does work, you get 2.5 more xp each round which is alot if you want to rank up
faster then other people. The price of this is really high though. I would recommend getting this when its on sale then you will
feel like you got your monies worth. This is a must have if you are going to go for the 100 ranks this game has. The good thing
is that it just ranks you up, but if you wanted to help out your team then you will have to get the team xp booster. I recommend
it to anyone wanting to rank up faster.. The game Kebab It Up! is a simple running game with many levels steadily
increasing the difficulty. It becomes quite challenging yet fun. Though the repetitive music is annoying and the weird
cutscenes inbetween make me feel like that there wasn't any effort put into that. Regardless of that, it is a pretty fun
and enjoyable gaming experience.. OK. This is a game that is worth every money. This game's DLCs are worth your
money. This game is better at being Diablo than Diablo 3. This game won't lick
your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665telling you how great you are. You live in an apocalyptic world where people
struggle to survive. You are not a hero at the beginning, just a normal person, scum. You must fight with your
weaknesses and overcome your fears to climb onto the panthenon of celestial heroes who left this corrupted world. You
start as a normal man who was close to be burned alive. You fight some zombies: rotting, possesed tissue by aetherials
who want their revenge upon Cairn. You kill some of these and get level 2 and there you see 6, 8 (with AoM) or 9 (with
FG) masteries. So you study spells and bring the devastating force upon your foes. You realize this world are not just
empty walls. The world of Cairn lives. It breathes upon its wounds caused by chaotic forces of monstrosities we were
only knew legends about. You feel Grim Dawn and its dark, hopeless and corrupted atmosphere. You do some quests,
talk with people and get to level 10, where you can choose a second mastery. This opens a lot of build possibilities,
especially with AoM transmuters, where you can change certain skills to be way more different. Summon a beam of
aetherial forces that will disintegrate your foes or study the dark arts and convert that beam into chaotic force of
devastation. You go through this land of corruption. This is not a game anymore, this is journey. You are interested of
how Grim Dawn started through dialogues and lore notes. You collect powerful items that will enchance your powers to
the unbeleiveable level. Some items can completely change the way how the class is played. You save the world and you
are victorius, or it is an illusion... You start the next difficulty and explore once more this world, but with knowledge
from previous playthrough. This game becomes hardcore difficulty where you must study items, skills, monsters and
mechanics to proceed further. Climb into the peak of endgame and dominate your foes with expert wisdom and quick
fingers. This is Grim Dawn. This is a living world like the tissue used by aetherials. This is the game you will definitely
want to play as a ARPG fan!
SCORVAAK, SAVE ME!. A lot of seal slots, but the price is kinda too expensive (not the real purchase). This game
entertained me for the first 5 miniutes, however, at the price of the game, it wasn't really worth the cost and is trumped
by F2P games I have played online. Do NOT buy this game if you want value for money.. If you're really gonna get this
expansion, start looking up mods right away. After first playin' this game, I stopped until I decided to search for mods.
There were only 4 factions with a map from Greece to India. You can only play as Alexander's Faction on Campaign.
Histo!Yummy!. BEST WINDOWS GAME EVER!!!!! Great Way To Spend Your Freetime!. Probably quite good... If it
worked
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